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Company: Energy Jobline

Location: dubai

Category: other-general

Position: Machinist - Centerless Grinder Shift:1st | Hours:7AM - 3PM Type:Full-Time |

Mode:Direct PlacementPay Scale:$42 - 52K (Negotiable) | Industry:ManufacturingA

candidate for this position is responsible for using multiple grinding machine tools to grind

precision parts toStrong print reading ability is aUtilize Indicators, heights masters and may

use other precision measuring tools to hold print dimensions within the tolerancesJob

Responsibilities:Surface Grinder: Must have knowledge in precision surface grinding, grinding

wheel selection, and strong knowledge ofJig Grinder: Must have knowledge in setting up and

operating Moore JigKnowledge of proper grinding pin/burr/Grinder: Must have knowledge in

setting up and operating different/grindingWet Grinder: (Large surface grinder with coolant)

Responsible for processing the part in an effective manner to minimize time and hold print

dimensions within the tolerances RequirementsMinimum Requirements:Willing to learn, be

coachable, good attitudeExperience reading micrometers, calipers, and other precision

measuring equipmentExperience with setup and maintenance of various processing

machines(surface grinder, Bridgeport, lathe, )Good work ethic, work consistently, reliably

and be dependablePreferred Experience:2 or more yearsexperience with centerless

grinding experienceExperience with automation equipmentexperience operating sit-down

propane forkliftsBestLogic Staffing (BLS)is a Top Staffing Firm thats partnered with some of

the largest names in variousOur professional recruitment teams put talented individuals to

work at client locations all over the world, and we have hundreds of exciting career

opportunities for you to explore!Learn about our Process or to speak to a Recruiting

Professional directly, call ;BestLogic Staffing is an equal opportunityMinimum
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Requirements: Willing to learn, be coachable, good attitude Experience reading micrometers,

calipers, and other precision measuring equipment Experience with setup and

maintenance of various processing machines (surface grinder, Bridgeport, lathe, ) Good

work ethic, work consistently, reliably and be dependable Preferred Experience: 2 or more

yearsexperience with centerless grinding experience Experience with automation equipment

experience operating sit-down propane forklifts BestLogic Staffing (BLS) is a Top Staffing

Firm thats partnered with some of the largest names in variousOur professional recruitment

teams put talented individuals to work at client locations all over the world, and we have

hundreds of exciting career opportunities for you to explore! Learn about our Process or to

speak to a Recruiting Professional directly, callBestLogic Staffing is an equal opportunity
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